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Know your sweat spots

Heavy sweating can indicate fitness, but too much is annoying. Here’s where men clam up,
according to British researchers. Your fix: thigh-ventilated shorts and shirts with mesh backs.
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This is your body’s
sweatiest spot.
Some scientists
think cooling your
face is good for
your brain, says
researcher George
Havenith, Ph.D.

A sweat river. “The
spine may benefit
from extra cooling,”
says Havenith.
Heavy sweating and
a low evaporation
rate cause
drippage.

Armpits

Hands

They stay soaked
because we walk
upright, keeping
them “closed,”
Havenith says.
Man’s ancestors
moved on all fours,
so exposed pits
dried quicker.

Sweat here is more
likely to occur from
emotion, not to
control body
temperature, says
Havenith.

cycling hot
and cold
Your summer workouts
will pay off in the fall.
Adding low-intensity
training to hot-weather
workouts improves your
performance in the cold,
a recent study from the
University of Oregon found.
Cyclists who added lowintensity workouts in 100°F
heat increased their power
by 7 percent during a coldweather event, while those
who did the same workouts in cooler temps made

smaller gains. Study
author Santiago Lorenzo,
Ph.D., says heat accli
mation raises plasma
volume—the liquid part
of the blood. This may
increase delivery of
blood and oxygen to your
muscles, so you can
exercise harder and
sweat sooner for better
thermoregulation. Layering tees may have a similar effect—but be careful
not to overheat, he says.

87
Percentage of maximum heart rate reached
by boxers hitting a heavy bag during three
2-minute rounds. Kinect boxing, anyone?
Source: Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research

cramping style

Inner
thighs

“The inner thighs are
less exposed to
airflow, so there’s
less potential
for evaporation,”
Havenith says.

Is a big cardio myster y solved? Dehydration or electroly te depletion
may not cause leg cramps during exercise, a new South African study
claims. Scientists found that cramping triathletes were more likely to have
faster times than racers who didn’t cramp. Intense, repetitive contraction
fatigues muscles and may alter neuromuscular control, which can lead to
cramps, says study author Mar tin Schwellnus, M.D. Tr y training at high
intensit y, but star t with shor t inter vals and gradually increase duration,
he says. Then dial it back a few days before an event.

Arms
AND legs

The temperature of
your extremities
fluctuates more
than that of your
torso. This means
they’re less
efficient in helping
your body shed
heat through sweating, says Havenith.
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Key: Sweat rate (grams per square meter of skin per hour)

New gain for sprain pain

Severe ankle sprains can cause craterlike bone damage
and residual pain. But new research shows that surgery
to fill the site with spongy bone material (from a
cadaver) and then covering it with stem cells may lead
to total healing. This treatment could replace a more
invasive procedure that uses cartilage extracted from
the knee, says study author Stephen Brigido, D.P.M.
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Sweat here levels off
after about an hour of
exercise. Shoes limit
evaporation, so your skin
absorbs sweat and
swells. This helps
control water loss.
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Feet and
ankles

